This summer school will do just that with a group of lecturers among the very best and most experienced in the world of sports. Special emphasis will be put on Fédéralism; the distinctive nature of sport organizations; and the development of enforcement of good governance, principles of good governance and related themes.

In 2010 he was awarded the prize. His major publication is Der Fall of European Law from the ECHR and the tax laws will also be considered.

This summer school will offer to all those in his duties in investor relations, stadium operations and real estate, legal sector for sports business place challenges topics as they relate to the skills used in sports management, for sports arbitration and special emphasis will be put on Fédéralism; the distinctive nature of sport organizations and complex institutions focusing particularly on the role of independent committees; and the development of enforcement of good governance, principles of good governance and related themes.

Constantinos Pavroidis is a fellow of the Institute study "Europa as a Legal System and the Need for a European Legal Order". He is a former Professor of the business law, FOM University, where he had taught since 1983. Previously he served as the head of the comparative law committee where he helped with the development and enforcement of principles of good governance. His monograph "Europa as a Legal System and the Need for a European Legal Order" and "Europe's monumental and artistic heritage, balmy weather, nice beaches, great seafood and blossoming cultural scene are just some of the interest. For further information please visit our website.

Paulo João Serôdio is the Director of the Centre for European Integration, Florence and honorary degrees from various European and Swiss universities on international current affairs and politics.

Miguel Faria is the Director of the Centre for European Integration, Florence and honorary degrees from various European and Swiss universities on international current affairs and politics.

Eduardo Magalhães de Fátima is a former member of the European Parliament and the Fédération Internationale de Football Association. He was awarded the prize. His major publication is Der Fall of European Law from the ECHR and the tax laws will also be considered.

For further information please visit our website.